Introduction

Deficiency of solutions of key issues of initiation, development, prophylaxis and therapy of many somatic diseases results in the search for new external and internal causes of pathological processes manifestation in various functional systems of the organism. Recently researchers paid attention to internal – not external – cause of obesity, diabetes, atherosclerosis, cardiovascular syndrome, allergy, asthma, and neurodegenerative diseases development [1-4]. It was suggested that this trigger mechanism is localized in microbiota of human gastrointestinal tract [1]. This opinion is based on facts of pronounced dysbiosis and intestinal dysbacteriosis revealed in patients with these somatic diseases [1-4]. What is the initial cause – development of pathological processes in the intestine accompanied with initiation of somatic pathology or, alternatively, developing somatic pathology is accompanied with intestinal dysbiosis?

Intestinal Dysbiosis and Somatic Pathological Processes

Researchers’ opinions divided, however more and more blame intestinal dysbiosis for initiation of somatic pathological processes [1,5]. The amount of microorganisms in the intestine is compatible with the amount of cells in human body and reaches 37 trillion units [1]. Therefore, the common genetic kit of microbiota and its unpredictable adaptive and sometimes aggressive abilities look quite impressive. Naturally, microbiota and human organism stay in harmony. Dysbiosis and dysbacteriosis are accompanied with violation of relationships between the host and microorganisms. Imbalance between aerobes and anaerobes in the intestine and change of amount and composition of certain pools of microorganisms - all these lead to appearance of conditions for translocation of natural intestinal endotoxins and metabolism products from intestinal lumen to bloodstream [1,5,6]. The emphasis is placed on negative consequences of dysbiosis development for functioning of endocrine organs, brain, kidneys, liver, heart and vessels, skeletal muscles [1,3,4].

Decarboxylation and deamination processes are disturbed in dysbiosis. These processes are naturally aimed at lysis of amino acids [1]. Excess of amino acids in the intestine serves as nutrients for rectal microflora. Bacterial enzymes break down excess of amino acids converting them into amines, phenols, indole, skatole, hydrogen sulphide and other poisonous for human organism substances. Phenol and cresol are formed from amino acid tyrosine, indole and skatole – from tryptophan. Scientists noticed that “drop” of certain amount of blood, for example in stress, from hepatic-portal system to systemic circulation is also accompanied with translocation of endotoxin, indole, skatole, phenol and cresol. Endotoxin (for example, E.coli lipopolysaccharide) binds with TLR4 and naturally activates immunity of host’s organism through cascade of processes involving CD14 and proinflammatory cytokines (IL-1β, IL6, TNF) [1,7]. However, excessive endotoxin translocation into blood leads to fever development by proinflammatory cytokines together with local inflammatory processes in “vulnerable” regions. Such local inflammatory processes are accompanied with formation of atherosclerotic plaques, disturbance of endocrine organs functioning and even malignant transformation of cells [1,8,9]. Integrity of negative events in the organism during dysbiosis development allowed us proposing the term - “syndrome of intestinal dysbiosis”. The search for “intestinal dysbiosis syndromes” and “syndrome” in PubMed revealed only two articles on August 21, 2018 [10,11]. Endotoxemia expectedly enhances during initial development of such syndrome in the intestine. Uncontrolled endotoxemia results in the development of local and systemic inflammatory and metabolic pathological processes in many organs and systems. In this case proposed term “syndrome of intestinal dysbiosis” differs from the term “metabolic syndrome”
by distinct criterion, namely severity of endotoxemia. Systematic monitoring of endotoxemia grade is the basis for prophylaxis and correction of developing pathological processes. By the way, first of all pathological processes begin appearing in those organs and systems which have specific functional and structural weakness to endotoxemia resistance.

More and more endotoxin and other metabolites portions fall into bloodstream in violation of liver functions. Such processes are eventually accompanied with development of persistent pathological processes leading to manifestation of diabetes, atherosclerosis, kidney failure, and destruction of brain neurons. The facts of low content of endotoxin in blood of long-livers compared to working middle-aged volunteers [12] is important additional argument in favor of delivered hypothesis on endotoxemia role in manifestation of pathological processes contributing to development of diabetes, atherosclerosis and other somatic diseases [1,3,4,8,9].

There are facts of endotoxin translocation from intestine into bloodstream during simulation of disturbed autonomous regulation of gastrointestinal tract [13,14]. One of the models includes selective cuts of intestinal branches of vagus nerve with subsequent examination of systemic and local influences of such cut on fever development [13,15]. The role of vagus nerve system in endotoxemia grade reporting to various brain regions was established in these experiments [13-15]. The role of neurohumoral and endothelium regulation in relationships between microbiota and host’s organism should be detailed in future.

Conclusion

In fact, it is proposed to bring in key element in the vision of pathological mechanisms of somatic diseases development – functional state of intestinal microbiota. The grade of intestinal dysbiosis affects formation of conditions for endotoxemia initiation and manifestation of pathological processes accompanied with development of systemic and local sites of inflammation in blood vessel walls and various organs. Confirmation of this hypothesis will allow creating reasonable methods of pathological processes correction at the stage of human intestine. Positive effects of different diets, e.g. Mediterranean one, significance of Chinese traditions of tea-drinking, relevance of products’ quality in food retail chains, parenting of nutrition ritual from an early age, etc. should be reviewed once again.
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